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The following problem was posed by Dipendra Prasad. Characterize number
fields K for which the equation
X2+Y 2=1
has a non trivial integral solution and determine all such solutions, for a given K. In
this paper we give a complete solution to this problem.  2001 Elsevier Science
1. MAIN THEOREM
The following problem was posed by Dipendra Prasad. Characterize
number fields K for which the equation
X2+Y2=1 (1)
has a non trivial integral solution and determine all such solutions, for a
given K. Note that (\1, 0) and (0, \1) are trivial solutions of (1). If C
denotes the set of all (x, y) satisfying (1), then C is an abelian group under
the group law:
(x1 , y1)(x2 , y2) :=(x1x2& y1 y2 , x1 y2+ y1x2).
In this paper we determine the structure of the group C.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be a number field and 2r2 be the number of complex
imbeddings of K. Let +4 denote the group of all 4th roots of unity in C. Let
C be the set of all integral solutions of the Eq. (1) in K. Then C is a finitely
generated abelian group and we have:
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(i) if &1 is a square in K, then C$+4_Zr2&1;
(ii) if &1 is not a square in K, then C$+4_Zr2.
In particular, the Eq. (1) has only trivial solutions if and only if K is a
totally real number field or K=Q(i), where i2=&1.
We first prove some lemmas. For any number field F, let OF denote the
ring of integers of F and UF denote the group of units of F. By Dirichlet’s
theorem on units (cf. [B-S], p. 112), UF is a finitely generated abelian
group of rank r1+r2&1, where r1 , 2r2 are the number of real and complex
imbeddings of F, respectively. The following lemma shows that the group
of units of any order in F also has the same rank.
Lemma 1.1. If S is an order in F and US the group of all units in S, then
US is a finitely generated abelian group of rank equal to the rank of UF .
Proof. Since S/OF , US is a subgroup of UF . Moreover, S is of finite
index in OF . Therefore, if S{OF , then, there exists n>1 such that nOF /S.
Now OF nOF is a finite ring. Therefore, there exists m # N such that,
um#1 mod nOF , for all units u # UF . Hence um&1 # S, for all units u # UF .
But 1 # S and hence um # S, for all units u # UF . From this the lemma
follows.
Lemma 1.2. Let K be a number field, [K : Q]=r1+2r2 , where r1 , 2r2
are the number of real and complex imbeddings of K, respectively. Suppose
&1 is not a square in K. Let L=K(i), R=OK[i] and UR be the group of
units of R. Let N: L*  K* denote the norm map. Then (ker N) & R is a
subgroup of UR of rank r2 .
Proof. It is obvious that (ker N) & R is a subgroup of UR . We only
need to compute the rank. By Lemma (1), the rank of UR is r1+2r2&1.
Also, the rank of UK is r1+r2&1, and we have U 2K /N(UR)/UK . There-
fore the rank of N(UR) is r1+r2&1 and the lemma follows.
Proof of the main theorem. (i) Consider the map ,: C  K defined by
(x, y) [ x+iy. It is easily verified that , defines a group homomorphism
,: C  UK . Indeed, (x, y) # C if and only if x, y # OK and (x+iy)(x&iy)=
1, i.e., if and only if x\iy are units and inverses of each other. Thus, ,
defines an isomorphism of C onto the subgroup of all units u # UK such
that
x=
u+u&1
2
, y=
u&u&1
2i
are integral.
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Let ’: UK  (OK2OK)* be the map u [ u 2, where u denotes the class of
u in OK2OK . Then ,(C)=ker ’. Since (OK2OK)* is a finite group, it follows
that the rank of ker ’ is the same as the rank of UK . Therefore the rank
of C is r2&1.
In order to determine the torsion part of ,(C), let ‘ be an mth root of
unity in K. If m=4, then clearly x= ‘+‘
&1
2 , y=
‘&‘&1
2i are in OK and
‘=x+iy # ,(C). Thus +4 /,(C). (Elements of +4 correspond to the trivial
solutions.) If m{4, then ‘  ,(C). For, in that case, x= ‘+‘
&1
2 and y=
‘&‘&1
2i
are not integral. This follows from the fact that the ring of integers of
Q(‘+‘&1) is Z[‘+‘&1] (cf. [W], p. 16). So assertion (i) follows.
(ii) As before, (x, y) # C if and only if x, y # OK and (x+iy)(x&iy)=
1 in L. This is true if and only if x+iy # R and N(x+iy)=1. Thus
C$(ker N) & R. Therefore by Lemma 2, the rank of C is r2 . Also
+4 /(ker N) & R. That the torsion subgroup of C is isomorphic to +4
follows by the same argument as in (i). Thus, we have (ii). This completes
the proof of the theorem.
In the case of imaginary quadratic fields, we can give a more explicit
description of the group C. For this, we need to do some computations. Let
K=Q(- &d), where d is a square free positive integer. Let L=K(i),
K$=Q(- d). Then L is the composite of K, K$ and we have,
Lemma 1.3. Let UL , UK$ denote the unit groups of L and K$ respectively.
Then, UL=+LUK$ , where +L denotes the group of all roots of unity in L.
Proof. Observe that UK$ /UL and both have rank 1. Therefore there
exists a unit v of UL and n # N such that vn generates UK$ [\1]. Let u
denote the fundamental unit of UK$ , so that u>1. By replacing v by
v&1, if necessary, we can assume that u=\vn for some n # N. If n>1 is
odd, then u=w p, for some unit w # L and an odd prime p. Suppose that
p=3. Then, the polynomial X p&u is irreducible over K$. Therefore
[K$(w) : K$]=3. But then K$/K$(w)/L, which is not possible, since
[L : K$]=2. Suppose that p>3. Let w=a+bi, a, b # K$. Then w and
w =a&bi are both roots of X p&u. Therefore w=‘ jw for some
1 jp&1, where ‘ is a primitive p th root of unity. Thus ‘ j=ww &1 # L.
This implies that Q(‘)/L. Since [L : Q]=4, we must have p=5 and
L=Q(‘), which is not possible, since the Galois group of L | Q is
isomorphic to Z2Z_Z2Z, and the Galois group of Q(‘) | Q is cyclic of
order 4. If n is even, then u=\w2 for some unit w # L. By replacing w by
iw if necessary, we can assume that u=w2. But then, w=a+bi, a, b # K$.
A straight forward computation shows that a=0. Thus, u=(bi)2=
&b2<0, a contradiction. Therefore n=1 and the lemma follows.
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Lemma 1.4. Let R=OK[i] and S=Z[- d][i]. Then +LUS=+LUR ,
where +L is the group of all roots of unity in L and UR , US are the unit
groups of R and S respectively.
Proof. Since Z[- d][i]=Z[- &d][i], and Z[- &d]/OK , we have
S/R. First, suppose that d#1, 2 mod 4. Then, OK=Z[- &d]. Therefore
R=S and the conclusion of the lemma holds. Next, suppose that d#3
mod 4. Then OK$=Z[- d]. Therefore, in view of the above Lemma,
UL=+LUK$=+LUS . Since UR /UL , it follows that +LUR=+LUS .
Example 1.1. If K=Q(i), then C$+4 . Let K=Q(- &d), where d is a
square free positive integer. Let L=K(i), K$=Q(- d). Let NK$ | Q , NL | K
denote the respective norm maps. Let R=OK[i] and S=Z[- d][i] as
earlier. By the above Lemma, +LUR=+LUS . Also, [\1, \i]/US .
Hence, we get C=(ker NL | K) & R=(ker NL | K) & UR=(ker NL | K) & US .
Since K, K$ are linearly disjoint, for any unit u # K$, NL | K (u)=NK$ | Q (u).
It follows that the set of all non trivial integral solutions of (1) in K can
be identified with the set of all non trivial solutions of the Brahmagupta
equation X 2&dY2=1 in Z.
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